
The Light Tape® Step Guard™ Egress System is built for safety, but designed for elegance. Following the 
natural evolution of any product, we first began by perfecting the ideal egress light commonly utilized 
in industrial wayfinding. The logical next step was to build on what we learned, and engineer the 
perfect fixtures for auditoriums and cinemas. The combination of Light Tape® and Step Guard™ are setting 
a new standard in egress lighting.

IP 65 and V60 rated: Able to withstand the 
harshest environments. System utilizes our 
world class barrier film specifically designed for 
the aerospace industry.

Quality and Value: We make it all! We are 
not buying materials from 'who knows where,' 
then repackaging them for your venue.

No Glare: Easy on the eyes. No longer will 
you see light dots bouncing inside your 
glasses. Perfect for 3D venues.

No Heat Problems: Unlike LEDs, Light Tape® 
can run for 40,000 hours and never get hot. 
Plus operates in extreme temperatures.

Even Illumination: LEDs have long been a 
distraction to stage performers and theater 
patrons. Light Tape® changes the paradigm 
with one continuous light.

Dimmable: Control the entire system using 
just one power supply. Capable of 0 to 
10VDC dimming or DMX 512 control.

Unmatched Durability: Heavy load 
capable, vibration and impact resistant. Able 
to withstand tremendous physical impact 
and still illuminate. 

Energy Efficient: Light Tape® uses 40% 
less power than traditional LEDs at equal 
brightness.

Safety with elegance



Ideal Egress System
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How Light Tape® works.
Our patented Light Tape® employs Electroluminescent (EL) 
technology. Light Tape® illuminates consistently over an entire 
surface area and offers a bend radius that wraps around your 
little finger. Only the best materials are used.  It contains neither 
glass nor gas and generates no heat. Compared with other EL 
technologies, Light Tape® is over 2.5 times brighter at the same 
current, which translates into a longer commercial lifetime.

Electro-LuminX™ Lighting Corporation

Functional and safe
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How your StepGuard™ System works.
        Part description

Elegance redefined Long runs are a breeze

 90 degree corner protection

Step lighting Aisle marking

Proudly made in the USA




